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46 [51.5: 57: 63: 70] cm
(18 [20½: 22½: 25: 27½] in)

46 [47: 48: 48: 48] cm
(18 [18½: 19: 19: 19] in)

YARN
S M L XL XXL

To fit bust
81-86 91-97102-107112-117 122-127 cm 
32-34 36-38 40-42 44-46 48-50 in
Panama and Kidsilk Haze
A  Pan Begonia 306
4 5 5 6 6 x 50gm

B  KSH Grace 580
5 5 5 6 6 x 25gm

NEEDLES
1 pair 23/4mm (no 12) (US 2) needles
1 pair 31/4mm (no 10) (US 3) needles
23/4mm (no 12) (US 2) circular needle, 
40 cm long
31/4mm (no 10) (US 3) circular needle, 
120 cm long

TENSION
31 sts and 34 rows to 10 cm measured over
lower patt using 31/4mm (US 3) needles.

Pattern note: Take care to ensure each dec of
patt is matched by an inc. If there are
insufficient sts to work both, work end sts of
rows in st st (or g st for rows in yarn A of
upper patt).

BACK 
Using 31/4mm (US 3) needles and yarn A, cast
on 153 [169: 187: 205: 227] sts.
Joining yarn B when required, now work in
lower patt as folls:
Row 1 (WS): Using yarn A, purl.
Row 2: Using yarn A, K2 [2: 4: 5: 1], (M1, K5,
sl 1, K1, psso) 1 [0: 1: 0: 0] times, *K2tog, K5,
M1, K1, M1, K5, sl 1, K1, psso, rep from * to
last 9 [2: 11: 5: 1] sts, (K2tog, K5, M1) 1 [0: 1:
0: 0] times, K2 [2: 4: 5: 1].
Rows 3 to 8: As rows 1 and 2, 3 times.
Rows 9 to 16: As rows 1 and 2, 4 times but
using yarn B.
These 16 rows form patt.
Cont in patt, shaping side seams by dec 1 st at
each end of 4th and 4 foll 20th rows. 
143 [159: 177: 195: 217] sts.
Work a further 5 [5: 21: 21: 21] rows, ending
after patt row 9 and with RS facing for next
row.
Now work in upper patt as folls:
Row 1 (RS): Using yarn B, K4 [5: 6: 0: 4],
(M1, K5, sl 1, K1, psso) 0 [1: 0: 0: 1] times,

*K2tog, K5, M1, K1, M1, K5, sl 1, K1, psso, rep
from * to last 4 [12: 6: 0: 11] sts, (K2tog, K5,
M1) 0 [1: 0: 0: 1] times, K4 [5: 6: 0: 4].
Row 2: Using yarn B, purl.
Rows 3 to 6: As rows 1 and 2, twice.
Row 7: Using yarn A, K4 [5: 6: 0: 4], (M1, K5,
sl 1, K1, psso) 0 [1: 0: 0: 1] times, *K2tog, K5,
M1, K1, M1, K5, sl 1, K1, psso, rep from * to
last 4 [12: 6: 0: 11] sts, (K2tog, K5, M1) 0 [1: 0:
0: 1] times, K4 [5: 6: 0: 4].
Row 8: Using yarn A, knit.
These 8 rows form upper patt.
Work in upper patt for a further 10 [12: 0: 4: 6]
rows, ending with RS facing for next row.
Shape for sleeves
Change to 31/4mm (US 3) circular needle.
Keeping patt correct, cast on 140 [143: 146:
146: 146] sts at beg of next 2 rows, taking cast-
on sts into patt. 423 [445: 469: 487: 509] sts.
Work 34 [36: 38: 38: 40] rows, ending with RS
facing for next row.
Shape overarm/shoulder seams
Keeping patt correct, now start to slip sts onto
holders (one for right sleeve, and one for left
sleeve) for overarm/shoulder seams as folls:
**Work 2 rows, then slip 7 [7: 8: 8: 8] sts at
each end of last row onto holders.
Rep from ** 4 [1: 19: 20: 21] times more. 
35 [14: 160: 168: 176] sts on each holder and
353 [417: 149: 151: 157] sts still in work at
centre of rows.
Sizes S and M only
***Work 2 rows, then slip 8 sts at each end of
last row onto holders.
Rep from *** 12 [16: -: -: -] times more. 
139 [150: -: -: -] sts on each holder and 
145 [145: -: -: -] sts still in work at centre of
rows. 
All sizes
Shape back neck
Next row (RS): Patt 29 [29: 30: 31: 32] sts and
turn, leaving rem centre sts on a 3rd holder.
Work each side of neck separately.
Dec 1 st at neck edge of next row, then slip a
further 8 [8: 8: 8: 9] sts onto right
overarm/shoulder holder.
Dec 1 st at neck edge of next 2 rows, then slip

a further 8 [8: 8: 9: 9] sts onto holder.
Dec 1 st at neck edge of next 2 rows, ending
with RS facing for next row.
Slip rem 8 [8: 9: 9: 9] sts onto holder and break
yarns. 163 [174: 185: 194: 203] sts on right
overarm/shoulder holder.
With RS facing, rejoin appropriate yarn to rem
sts, cast off centre 87 [87: 89: 89: 93] sts, patt to
end. 29 [29: 30: 31: 32] sts.
Complete to match first side, reversing
shapings.

FRONT
Work as given for back to beg of
overarm/shoulder seam shaping.
Shape overarm/shoulder seams
Keeping patt correct, now start to slip sts onto
holders (one for right sleeve, and one for left
sleeve) for overarm/shoulder seams as folls:
**Work 2 rows, then slip 7 [7: 8: 8: 8] sts at
each end of last row onto holders.
Rep from ** 4 [1: 16: 17: 18] times more. 
35 [14: 136: 144: 152] sts on each holder and
353 [417: 197: 199: 205] sts still in work at
centre of rows.
Sizes S and M only
***Work 2 rows, then slip 8 sts at each end of
last row onto holders.
Rep from *** 9 [13: -: -: -] times more. 
115 [126: -: -: -] sts on each holder and 
193 [193: -: -: -] sts still in work at centre of
rows. 
All sizes
Shape front neck
Next row (RS): Patt 55 [55: 56: 57: 58] sts
and turn, leaving rem centre sts on a 3rd
holder.
Work each side of neck separately.
Dec 1 st at neck edge of next row, then slip a
further 8 sts onto left overarm/shoulder holder.
****Dec 1 st at neck edge of next 2 rows, then
slip a further 8 sts onto holder.
Rep from **** once more.
Work 2 rows, dec 1 st at neck edge of first of
these rows.
Slip a further 8 [8: 8: 8: 9] sts onto holder.
Work 2 rows, dec 1 st at neck edge of first of
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